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ABSTRACT

Several watermarking schemes have been proposed in recent years with proven robustness to many types of intentional and
unintentional signal processing attacks. However very few investigators [1, 2] have addressed the question of \unambiguous
resolution of ownership with digital watermarks". In this paper we extend the work of Craver et. al. [1]. We show how
a pirate can engineer an attack against the most robust scheme proposed in [1] with reasonable computational complexity.
We then propose an improvement on that scheme which increases the complexity for engineering a successful attack by a
factor of 10100 to 10200, thus making it virtually attack proof.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital Watermarking is a means of protecting multimedia
data from intellectual piracy. It is achieved by impercepti-
bly modifying the original data to insert a hidden \signa-
ture". The signature is extracted when ever it is necessary
to show proof of ownership. In this paper, we restrict our-
selves to watermarking digital images.

Let I be the original (cover) image. A watermark em-
bedding function E inserts a watermark S in the image I to
generate the watermarked image Î as

Î = E(I; S) (1)

The existence of the watermark S in an image ~I is checked
by a detector function D. Watermark detectors can be
broadly classi�ed into two categories. Some detectors need
the original image I to check for the presence of the signa-
ture S in ~I. Such schemes, are called cover image escrow

schemes. On the other hand schemes that do not require
the original image for detection of the signature are called
oblivious detection schemes. We shall term the output of
the detector function,

sd =

�
D(~I; S; I) cover image escrow schemes

D(~I; S) oblivious detection schemes
(2)

as the detection statistic. The detection statistic is an indi-
cation of the degree of certainty with which the signature S
is detected in the image ~I.

Typically, the embedding function adds a random se-
quence S to I in a transform domain. The detection statis-
tic sd may be the projection of the signature S onto the
transform coe�cients of the image. Although other types
of embedding and detecting functions are possible, in all
examples in this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the
signature is detected by correlative processing (projection of
the signature onto the transform coe�cients of the image).
However, the improvements we propose to watermarking
schemes are applicable for all types of existing watermark-
ing algorithms.

From the early fragile watermarking schemes [3] that
modi�ed only the LSB's of digital multimedia signals, state-
of-the-art image watermarking schemes [2, 4, 5, 6] have
come a long way in terms of robustness to intentional and
unintentional signal processing attacks. Though most of
the methods fail to address the question of whether their
schemes would hold in a court of law, it does not imply that
those schemes would be of no use. They could be modi�ed
slightly, to make them acceptable (in the lines of modi�ca-
tions suggested to Cox's scheme [4] by Craver et. al. in Ref.
[1]). Due to a wealth of excellent schemes (for both cover
image escrow and oblivious detection) available for water-
marking, it is probably time to revisit the question of the
ability of a watermarking scheme to unambiguously resolve
rightful ownership.

We begin by reviewing schemes suggested by Craver et.
al. We then show how the most robust (in terms of resis-
tance to counterfeit attacks) scheme suggested in [1] may
still be inadequate. We �nally propose some modi�cations
to that scheme to make it more robust.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

It has almost become a tradition in watermarking litera-
ture, to have Alice as the originator / creator of the image
and Bob as the aspiring forger / pirate. We do not intend
to break the tradition. Alice is the creator of the original
image I. She adds two signatures SA and Sn in the image I
to create the watermarked image. The signature SA would
identify the owner (Alice). The signature SA is added to all
copies of the image. Sn would probably be a signature that
would identify the \serial number" of a copy. Therefore, Sn
would be di�erent for di�erent copies. Usually the signa-
ture is added in some transform domain (like DCT, DFT,
Hadamard, or wavelet transform). Let It denote the trans-

form domain coe�cients of I 1. The watermarked image Î
is obtained as

Ît = It + SA + Sn

Î = T �1(Ît); (3)

where T is the transform employed. Though Eq. (3) may
not be a very general description of possible watermarking
schemes, it encompasses most of the state-of-the-art tech-
niques.

Now the following sequence of events occur:

� Alice sells a copy of Î to Bob.

� Bob makes illegal copies of Î and resells them. He
may have modi�ed the illegal copies to a certain ex-
tent. Let the copies made by Bob be ~I1 � � � ~Ik.

� Alice `stumbles' upon an illegal copy (say ~Il). She
extracts the signature Sn from the illegal copy and
�nds the serial number of the copy sold to Bob.

� Alice decides to sue Bob for breach of contract.

Now Alice has to prove in a court of law that

� The image in question, viz. ~Il, is owned by her.

� Bob is responsible for redistributing the illegal copy.
Or the illegal copy originated from the image Î sold
to Bob.

Now that the background has been established we shall
see how Bob can invalidate Alice's claims, and what Alice
should do to make her claims acceptable in court.

3. DIFFERENT WATERMARKING SCHEMES

AND COUNTERFEIT ATTACKS

In this section we shall see how di�erent watermarking
schemes resolve (or fail to resolve) true identity of the owner.

3.1. Scheme I

In this scheme

� Alice chooses an arbitrary signature. But the signa-
ture is registered with some relevant authority (lets
call them the Global Watermarking Authority), and
approved.

� The signature is detected as follows:

1It may be a subset of the transform domain coe�cients of I
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{ The transform coe�cients of Alice's original im-
age I and the image of questionable origin ~Il are
obtained

It = T (I)

~Ilt = T (~Il) (4)

{ The di�erence ~Ilt � It is normalized, and cor-
related with the sequence SA. If the result of
the correlation is above a threshold, then it is
assumed that the signature is present. (If the

transform T is linear, then ~Ilt � It can be ob-
tained as T (~Il � I)).

While Alice extracts the signature SA from ~Il, Bob
seems undaunted. Bob can very easily counterfeit Alice's
claim. His argument is as follows:

� Î is the original image. Bob was not interested in
watermarking his original image.

� Alice \stole" a copy of Î.

� Alice registered her signature SA. Then she sub-
tracted SA from her stolen copy of Î to create her
\original" image I.

Bob, however, cannot prove that he is the owner. But by
establishing reasonable doubt, he escapes conviction. Now
that even the owner of the image is in question, the court is
not interested in checking the serial number (the signature
Sn).

3.2. Scheme II

The problem with the �rst scheme is that the original image
is used in the signature extraction problem (or so Alice
thinks, incorrectly). Therefore, she modi�es her scheme as
follows:

� She registers her signature as in Scheme I

� The signature is extracted as follows

{ The transform coe�cients of ~Il are obtained.

{ The sequence SA is correlated with ~Ilt .

But this is still not good enough to implicate Bob. His
claim is as follows:

� Î is the original image.

� Alice stole Î. She then engineered a signature that
yielded a high correlation with Ît, and registered it
as SA.

� As any modi�ed version of Î is still likely to be very
similar to Î, SA would yield a high correlation with
all images derived from Î.

� If Alice demonstrates the lack of correlation of SA
with I (It to be more speci�c), Bob can still claim

that Alice subtracted SA from Ît to obtain It (and
hence I).

Thus Bob succeeds in countering Alice's claim.

3.3. Scheme III

Alice takes suggestions from Craver et. al.. She realizes
the problem is due to the fact that her signature is not
constrained. So the Global Watermarking Authority places
the following restrictions:

� A �xed hash function H must be used. The func-
tion H operates on the original image I to produce
a `seed'. This seed is used by a �xed random se-
quence generator to generate the signature sequence
(say Gaussian random sequence). No restriction is
placed on the length of the signature sequence to be
used.

� Any decomposition can be used for embedding. But
strict guidelines will be placed on how the coe�cients
may be reordered. Arbitrary ordering of the trans-
form coe�cients will not be allowed.

Note that the restrictions placed are very practical. It just
involves �xing the hash function and the random sequence
generator. Moreover, it does not involve an on-going in-
volvement of the Global Watermarking Authority with the
watermark extraction process.

With these restrictions Alice embeds her watermark in
I to get Î. For detection she may subtract the original
It from ~Ilt before performing correlation with SA. SA is
obtained from the �xed hash function H as

SA = H(I): (5)

Now Bob cannot claim that Alice stole Î, engineered a
signature and subtracted it from Î as in Scheme I. This is
due to the fact that

SA = H(I) 6= H(Î) (6)

However a counter claim for this scheme may not be as
di�cult as it appears at �rst sight. In the next section we
show how Bob, with some e�ort, can create ambiguity in
the proof of ownership.

4. COUNTERING SCHEME III

Bob changes Î signi�cantly, in the mean-square-error sense
while maintaining the \visual similarity" between the origi-
nal Î and the resulting (modi�ed) image Îm. Though there
are many ways to do it, the simplest one is probably to
obtain Îm by modifying the histogram of Î. As an exam-
ple the original Goldhill image (256 � 256 pixels) is shown
in Figure 1 (a). Figure 1 (b) shows the modi�ed Goldhill
image obtained by reshaping the histogram. Though both
images are very similar and are of good visual quality, the
di�erence in terms of PSNR between the two images is 22
dB! Let Id be the di�erence image

Id = Îm � Î (7)

The total power of Id much larger than that of the signature
SA added by Alice. In other words,

M1X
i=1

M2X
j=1

(I(i; j)� Îm(i; j))
2
>>

M1X
i=1

M2X
j=1

(I(i; j)� Î(i; j))2; (8)
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Figure 1: Left : Original Goldhill image. Right : Goldhill image obtained by modifying the histogram. Though both images
look similar, and are of good visual quality, the di�erence between the two images in terms of PSNR is 22 dB.

where M1 and M2 are the image dimensions, and

M1X
i=1

M2X
j=1

(I(i; j)� Î(i; j))2 =

NX
k=1

SA(k)
2
: (9)

From Eqs. (7), (8) and (9)

Id = Îm � Î � Îm � I (10)

Now Bob derives his \original" image from Îm. Before we
see how he does that, note that the hash function H maps
di�erent images to (possibly) di�erent seeds. For example
if all the images in the world were of size 256 � 256 and
restricted to 8 bits per pixel, there are still 2256�256�8 pos-
sible images. Though H would map the space of images to
a (comparatively) very restricted `space' of seeds, the space
of seeds should still be large enough so that the probability
that di�erent signatures are correlated is very small. Two
`obviously' di�erent images having the same signature is not
likely to create a problem. The problem only arises when
images are `similar'. So it is important that the (�xed) hash
function generates di�erent seeds especially when the im-
ages are `similar' So the hash function would be required to
\respond" to the LSBs of image more than to the MSBs.
This works to Bob's advantage.

Bob could probably generate enough (di�erent) signa-

ture sequences from the image Îm just by tweaking 1-2 LSBs
of the image pixels. But when he does that the resulting
image is still very close to Îm. So he correlates every sig-
nature sequence with the �xed Idt , which is the transform
domain equivalent of Id (if Bob has enough computing re-

sources, he may even obtain the new Idt every time Î1 is
modi�ed). Whenever a particular tweaking of the bits re-
sults in a signature sequence with satisfactory correlation
with Idt , he stops. He calls the resultant image Im � Îm as
his \original" image. If SB is the signature generated from
Im, and SB has a reasonable correlation with (the transform

domain equivalent of) Î � Im, then it can also be expected
to have high correlation with (the transform domain equiv-
alent of) I � Im. So Bob can demonstrate the presence of

his signature in I! Note that making Im � Î large swamps
out the di�erence between I and Î.

4.1. Computational Complexity of the Attack

Let Sb be the random Gaussian sequence generated by Bob
(using the hash function on his \original image" Im). The
detection statistic is obtained as

sd = hSb; Idti (11)

As Sb is a Gaussian sequence, and Idt is �xed, sd is a linear
combination of many Gaussian variables, and hence, Gaus-
sian. Let �d be the standard deviation of sd.

Now the question is, what should be the value of the
detection statistic sd to demonstrate the presence of the
watermark in the image in question? Alternately, what
is the measure of certainty with which the watermark is
detected, given the value of sd? One way to quantify the
measure of certainty is through an estimate of the standard
deviation of sd. For example, if we desire a probability of
error, Pe in detection of the signature to be less than 10�9,
we choose the detection threshold as sd = 6�d. As sd �
N [0; �2d], the probability that sd > 6�d = Q(6) � 10�9.
Alternately, if the detection threshold sd = 6�d, then one
can expect one out of 1

10�9
randomly generated signatures

to yield a detection threshold equal to or greater than 6�d.
State-of-the art watermarking schemes [5, 2] are capa-

ble of detecting the signature with very high degrees of
certainty (Pe < 10�60) even when the image has under-
gone very low quality JPEG (say 10 % quality). But after
carefully planned attacks on the watermark, the degree of
certainty may reduce to the order of 10�6�10�8. For exam-
ple the scheme in [5] detects the watermark in an image af-
ter low quality printing-photocopying-rescanning cycle with
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Pe < 10�6. So if Bob uses some good watermark attack-
ing software like StirMark 2(which apart from other things,
simulates the conditions that an image undergoes during
printing-photocopying-rescanning cycle) on Î prior to mod-

ifying the histogram and obtaining Îm (and Im from Îm),
Alice may not be able to detect her signature in Im with
a high degree of certainty. It should be appreciated here
that as long the detection statistic of Bob's signature in I

is comparable to the detection statistic of Alice's signature
in Im, it does not help Alice in any way to obtain much
higher detection statistic in ~Il than Bob can.

Lets assume that Alice, using a very sophisticated wa-
termarking scheme manages to detect her signature in Im
with Pe < 10�9, (or sd > 6�d). To obtain a comparable
detection statistic of his signature in I, Bob has to search

1010 sequences on an average before obtaining a suitable
signature. This is certainly computationally feasible.

5. PROPOSED MODIFICATION TO SCHEME

III

In this section we propose a modi�cation to Scheme III
which increases the computational complexity of the attack
by a factor of over 10100. The only di�erences between the
scheme III and the proposed scheme are

� The watermark should be detected without subtract-
ing the original image. But the original image is still
necessary because the seed is obtained from the orig-
inal image.

� The signature should yield a high correlation (de-
tection statistic) with with the image in which the
signature is to be detected. In addition, the signa-
ture should yield a low correlation (detection statis-
tic) with the original image.

Let si be the detection statistic obtained by correlating
the transform coe�cients It of the actual original image I
(in which Bob proposes to show his signature). Let �i be
the standard deviation of si. To show his signature in the
image I with the same degree of certainty as in Scheme
III (Pe < 10�9), the signature should be chosen such that
si > 6�i. In addition, the same signature should also yield
a low correlation with Bob's \original" image Im. Let sim
be the statistic obtained by correlating the signature with
the transform coe�cients of Im. Obviously, the detection
statistics si and sim are not independent. As I and Im are
still more \similar" than \not similar", one would expect
a random sequence that yields a high correlation with I
to yield a also high correlation with Im. This makes it
extremely di�cult for Bob to engineer a signature. Now,

Prob[(si > 6�i) \ (�� < sim < �)] < Prob[(si � sim) > 6�i � �]

Alternately,

Probability of Bob succeeding < Prob[(si � sim) > 6�i � �]

For the example image the statistics of so = si � sim
(which is also Gaussian) was found to have standard devia-
tion �o of about 0:25�i. The probability of �nding a signa-
ture to engineer the counter claim drops from Q(6) � 10�9

for Scheme III to Q(6 �i
�im

) � 10�127 for the suggested

scheme. In other words, Bob would have to search an

2available for download from http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk

average of 10127 sequences before �nding a suitable signa-
ture! To engineer a signature that will be detected with
Pe < 10�5; 10�8; 10�12; 10�20, Bob has to search an aver-
age of 1065; 10111 ; 10174; 10300 signatures, respectively!

Once Alice has unambiguously proved that she is the
owner of the image of questionable \parentage"(~Il), the
next thing to be done is to prove that Bob is responsible for
circulating the illegal copy ~Il. To do this she should extract
the signature Sn from the image. But a major di�culty in
implicating Bob is to prove that Alice herself could not have
made the illegal copy (probably to frame Bob). To avoid
this situation, in Ref. [7], Memon et. al. suggest a joint
Buyer-Seller watermarking protocol. This could be added
as a separate watermark over the existing watermark for
owner identi�cation.

6. SUGGESTIONS FOR REGULATORY

AGENCIES

It is very important that a standards committee be estab-
lished at the earliest for regulating and controlling water-
marking protocols. We suggest the following list of restric-
tions to be placed on watermarking schemes, in order to
make them resolve rightful ownership unambiguously.

� Fixed hash function H to be used. The hash func-
tion could be made computationally intensive to fur-
ther discourage engineering of digital signatures. The
hash function operates on the original image I to pro-
duce the seed HI .

� The seed HI is input to a �xed random sequence gen-

erator G to generate the signature sequence SI .

S
d
N = G(HI ; N; d) (12)

is the complete set of sequences that could be gener-
ated by G. For a �xed I, the only parameters that can
be changed are N - the length of the sequence, and d

- the probability distribution. Probably d could take
two options - Gaussian and Uniform. Another useful
option for d might be to generate a list of integers
from 1 � � �N in a random order. This may be used
for reordering the image coe�cients if the algorithm
calls for it. No restriction is placed on the length N .

� Any decomposition of the original image can be used.
If decompositions are generated from random sequences,
only one from the set of possible sequences SdN can
be used. If the watermarking algorithm calls for a
random sequence at any stage of the watermark em-
bedding / extraction process, only random sequences
SdN are permitted.

� Signature to be extracted from the image without
subtracting the original image.

� High correlation (detection statistic) of the signature
with the image in which the existence of the signature
is checked, and low correlation between the signature
and the original image. (This restriction may result
in a highly improbable scenario of the signature gen-
erated by hashing the original image having a high
correlation with the image. Under this scenario, the
originator will be forced to tweak a few bits of his
original image to generate a di�erent signature)
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It should be mentioned here that the word `correlation' is
used rather loosely here. The proposal does not limit itself
only to schemes in which the signature is detected by cor-
relative processing. For example, in [5] some low frequency
DCT coe�cients are scrambled by a random cyclic all-pass
�lter. The detection statistic is obtained by counting the
di�erence between positive and negative coe�cients. The
only restriction the proposal places on the scheme above is
how the seed is obtained and the corresponding random se-
quence to be used to generate the all-pass �lter coe�cients.
For schemes that do not use correlative processing, substi-
tute the more general `detection statistic' instead of `cor-
relation' in the list above. To best of our knowledge any
existing oblivious detection watermarking scheme can be
modi�ed to meet the requirements of the proposed scheme.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced a modi�cation to the
watermarking scheme proposed by Craver et. al. to signi�-
cantly increase the robustness of watermarks to counterfeit
attacks. We o�er a complete list of restrictions to be placed
on watermarking schemes so that the �nal scheme meets
the end requirement, viz. unambiguous resolution of own-
ership. The restrictions, to best of our knowledge, does not
limit the applicability of any existing oblivious detection
watermarking scheme.
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